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Richard Ormerod: ‘Memorial to Tom Farndon’, St. Paul's Cemetery, Holbrook Lane, Coventry
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/19163590/tom-farndon
Richard Ernest Ormerod, b. 15.06.1896 Toxeth Park d. 11.04.1979 Bromsgrove, apprentice at Alfred
Herbert Ltd Coventry 1928, Director of Foundry 1939, amateur artist, friend of Tom Farndon, designer
and maker of the original leaping Jaguar car bonnet mascot.
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Eric Gill: ‘The Good Samaritan’
The panel was originally one of a pair, carved by Gill for the new Coventry Hospital in 1938. Gill came to
Coventry on 31 October 1938 and carved both works in situ over 13 days during November 1938. The
drawings for these two pieces are dated 15th and 17th November 1937 respectively.
The panel's companion piece, 'The Good Shepherd', was destroyed during an air-raid on Coventry in 1941
which also damaged 'The Good Samaritan'.
On 31 August 1957, the Coventry Evening Telegraph reported that the ‘Good Samaritan’ had been resited on a wall of the new Out Patients Department being built at Storey Stanton Road. Before this, the
panel had been kept in pieces in its damaged state in St Mark's Churchyard opposite the hospital. At that
point, John Skelton, a relative of the sculptor, gave advice on repairing the panel. The panel was replaced
by A. Matts and Son Ltd, the same Coventry contractors who placed the panel in position originally, it was
left with its damage visible to stand as the Hospital's war memorial.
Reports from 1979 detail the poor state of the relief at that time, recording several cracks and
weathering. Some discussion of the possibility of moving the relief took place after the report, but it
was concluded that the cost would be too high and that the sculpture was in a very poor state, making
moving it complex and risky.

Eric Gill (1882-1940) THE GOOD SAMARITAN
stone relief, 152.5 by 152.5cm., 60 by 60in.
Estimate 20,000 — 30,000 GBP / LOT SOLD. 26,400 GBP
Commissioned in 1937 by A.H. Gardner for the main entrance of Coventry Hospital
Though Gill had made the drawings for this relief in November 1937, it was not until 31st October 1938
that he began work, carving the relief in situ above the main entrance of Coventry Hospital. The task
occupied him for thirteen days in succession and is listed as Job 1436 in Gill's ledgers.
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Only two years after its completion, the relief was damaged during the most devastating of the Coventry
bombing raids on the night of 14th November 1940. Though the hospital displayed a large red cross of
lights on its roof, this did not offer it much protection with hits occurring at 8pm and then again half an
hour later. Though the raids destroyed half of the in-patient accommodation and several wards, and
starved the hospital of water, sewerage, electricity and windows, it continued to receive at least 300
casualties during the night with surgeons carrying out operations without electricity or even a roof over
their heads. Miraculously, despite the impact of the raids, not one patient's life was claimed.
This lot is available for viewing by appointment only at Sotheby's Warehouse, Kings House. Please
contact a member of the department for full details.
http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/lot.314.html/2007/20th-century-british-art-l07140
Drawing for The Good Samaritan. 1937. Drawing for a stone relief for Coventry Hospital. 6 3/16 x 5
(sheet 8 13/16 x 5 3/16). Drawn on a sheet from Essays in Orthodoxy, toned russet on the verso behind
the figures. Annotated 'Coventry 2', '5 1/4" = 3'.0", 3.0 app' and dated '17.11.37' in pencil. For the stone
relief, see Judith Collins, Eric Gill. The Sculpture, #277, page 212. $4,000.
http://www.allinsongallery.com/gill/goodsamcov.html

Walter Ritchie: ‘Man’s Struggle’, 1957 (original site)
https://www.coventrysociety.org.uk/public-art-in-coventry/walter-ritchie.html

Worcester & ‘The Culture of Cities’, 2011-2012
Posted on January 20, 2012 by Taskscape
‘The Power of 10’ Placemaking Process employed by Project for Public Spaces (PPS) promotes the idea
“that any great place…needs to offer at least 10 things to do or 10 reasons to be there. These could
include a place to sit, playgrounds to enjoy, art to touch, music to hear, food to eat, history to
experience, and people to meet. Ideally, some of these activities are unique to that particular spot and
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are interesting enough to keep people coming back. …10 can also refer to the ultimate goals of variety
and choice.”
Variety and choice, and the opportunities ‘to sit’, ‘to enjoy’, ‘to touch’, ‘to hear’, ‘to eat’, ‘to experience’
and/or ‘to meet’, are also central to the Master Plan vision for a Worcester that is “more diverse and
choice laden”, and which will “foster an altogether richer and more rewarding experience that is available
to all of the city’s residents and visitors.”
There is in all this, though, the distinction that Lewis Mumford made (in ‘The Story of Utopias’, 1922)
between “as the bee goes to the flower for pollen, and not as the beekeeper goes to the hive for honey.”
For Mumford, the “possessive borrowing” of the beekeeper (as opposed to the “creative borrowing” of the
bee) is what has “set novelty above intrinsic worth.” In Worcester, the task of public art is to reveal
intrinsic worth rather than chase novelty.

Walter Ritchie: ‘County Town: A Civic Survey for the Planning of Worcester’, 1946
When artist Walter Ritchie joined the team from Birmingham University for ‘County Town’, the 1940s Civic
Survey for the planning of Worcester, he added Lewis Mumford’s ‘The Culture of Cities’ to the project’s list
of “publications that have put forward new standards” [page 286]. In ‘The Culture of Cities’ (first
published in England in 1940), Mumford considered the city as not just a consequence of economics but
as the site of social complexities driven by community culture, in which “Nothing is unthinkable, nothing
impossible, provided it comes out of the needs of life and is dedicated to life’s further development.”
Seventy years after ‘The Culture of Cities’, Greg Baeker’s publication of ‘Rediscovering the Wealth of
Places’ provides an up-to-date overview of cultural planning ideas and practices that continue Ritchie’s
mapping activities in 1940s Worcester. Cultural mapping, the resource mapping of ‘things’ and the
identity mapping of ‘stories’, is about positioning “creativity, culture and quality of place [as] major
drivers of local economies.”
Taking this further, Susan M. Gardner, one of the contributors to ‘Rediscovering the Wealth of Places’,
notes the importance of including “culture as the fourth pillar of sustainability (joining on equal ground
with economic, environmental, and social factors).” This same argument was made in the UK in
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December 2011 by the House of Commons Communities and Local Government Committee, who stated
that there is “a compelling case” for the inclusion of “a cultural dimension as part of the social pillar of the
definition of sustainable development” in the Coalition Government’s proposed National Planning Policy
Framework.
Cultural writer, historian, and activist Rebecca Solnit’s 2010 ‘Infinte City’ saves cultural mapping from
what Lewis Mumford described as “a gourmandizing habit of the mind…a capacity which is essentially just
as hospitable to a decomposing cheese as the the very staff of life.” Instead, ‘Infinite City’ explores the
many layers of “unstable converging forces” to reveal “unlimited landmarks and treasures” that connect,
for example, ‘Butterfly Habitats and Queer Public Spaces’, and the routes of salmon migrations up the
Bay Area rivers alongside the spread of Soto Zen Buddhism in a seven by seven mile grid of the San
Francisco Bay Area.
In 1940s Worcester, artist Walter Ritchie mapped equally rich, albeit somewhat less glamorous,
connections between ‘Fish-and-Chip Shops, Milk Bars, and Garages’. …and Garages?
‘A Master Plan for Worcester City Centre’ is about appreciating one city in ten different ways:
1. Worcester as ‘The Diverse City’ [1] is about ‘The Cultural City’ [2] and ‘The Visited City’ [3];
2. as ‘The Enterprising City’ [4], in which Worcester is about ‘The Knowledge City’ [5] and ‘The Learning
City’ [6]; and,
3. Worcester as ‘The Sustainable City’ [7] which frames the ‘Green City Centre’ [8], ‘The Healthy
City’ [9], and ‘The Liveable City’ [10].
In the ‘Bold Worcester’ vision put forward by the 2011 Master Plan, “variety and choice” to the power of
ten happen all at the same time. One city is ten cities.
This is about the play of imagination and appreciation, which together “give rise to sonorous results
which, neither in volume nor in quality, could be achieved by any single piece” [Mumford]. As John Dewey
said in “The Nature of Realization or Appreciation” in ‘Democracy and Education’ (1916), “The imagination
is the medium of appreciation in every field. The engagement of the imagination is the only thing that
makes any activity more than mechanical.” This is certainly true of cultural mapping.
As Dewey continues, “In one of its meanings, appreciation is opposed to depreciation”, and ‘A Master Plan
for Worcester City Centre’ is about appreciating the city in ten different ways. In setting the “prime
function” for what Mumford would have described as ‘Art in its social setting’, Dewey asks for art that
reveals “a depth and range of meaning in experiences which otherwise might be mediocre and trivial. …
[art] select[s] and focus[es] the elements of enjoyable worth which make any experience directly
enjoyable.”
This is Nicolas Bourriaud’s ‘artistic question’ in ‘Post-Production’, 2002. Art “is no longer: ‘what can we
make that is new?’ but ‘how can we make do with what we have?’. In other words, how can we produce
singularity and meaning from this chaotic mass of objects, names, and references that constitutes our
daily life?” Or, if you like, how can we produce singularity and meaning from ten cities in one?
As Bourriard continues, “…rather than transfigure a raw element (blank canvas, clay, etc.), [artists] remix
available forms and make use of data. In a universe of products for sale, preexisting forms, signals
already emitted, buildings already constructed, paths marked out by their predecessors, artists no longer
consider the artistic field…a museum containing works that must be cited or “surpassed,” as the
modernist ideology of originality would have it, but so many storehouses filled with tools that should be
used, stockpiles of data to manipulate and present.”
As Mumford said in ‘The Story of Utopias’, “Art is as large as life and it does not gain vigor or intensity by
reducing its scope to that of the puppet stage”. Equally, public art is not simply about the “narrow
province of pure esthetic experience” but is the more ambitious search for Mumford’s ‘eutopia’, in which
the Greek εὖ (‘good’ or ‘well’) and τόπος (‘place’), combine to create ‘good place’. The ambition of the
2011 ‘A Master Plan for Worcester City Centre’, and the public art policy that facilitates the vision, is to
create a ‘good place’.
In the “paths marked out by their predecessors”, there are two artists who attempted to make Worcester
a ‘good place’. The resource mapping of their ‘things’ and the identity mapping of their ‘stories’ will reveal
much about Worcester as a ‘good place’. These two artists are worth appreciating.
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William Forsyth
William Forsyth (born Kelso, Scotland, 1834, died Worcester 1915) settled in Worcester sometime in the
mid-1850s and had established his ‘Monumental Studio’ at The Tithing by at least 1860. His fifty year
practice reveals connections with the 2nd Earl Somers (Eastnor Castle), William Ward, the 1st Earl of
Dudley, and Lady Emily Foley of the Manor of Malvern. Forsyth worked with a several important
architects, including A.W.N. Pugin, Sir Gilbert Scott, Aston Webb, Philip Charles Hardwick, and locally
based architects like E.W. Elmslie, E.A. Day, W.J. Hopkins, and many others. Forsyth’s clients also
included industrialists like ‘Salt King’ John Corbett and the Perrins family, as well as the prolific builders
like J. Wood & Sons (Worcester) and George McCann (Malvern).
William Forsyth undertook commissions across the UK and the British Empire (including India and, what
is now, Sri Lanka) but the largest proportion of his work is in Worcester. He was equally engaged in
producing new work for Worcester’s many churches, various shop fronts and new-build domestic and
commercial buildings. He also undertook restoration work on Worcester’s Guildhall and Cathedral.
Beyond all this, he supported later Worcester artists by lending his tools at “cheap rates” and training
those who would follow him (like George Sprague). He offered discounted prices on gravestones for the
poor, had a good track record in giving ‘drawing lessons’ to numerous unmarried women, was a member
of the Glee Club, and was both member and one time president of Worcester City Bowling Club.
Pevsner, in ‘Architectural Guides: Buildings of England’, describes William Forsyth’s work at Great Malvern
Station as “extraordinary”, and 1863 ‘The Builder’ magazine noted how he had “cleverly introduced the
foliage of the plants of the neighbourhood” to the station’s cast-iron columns. This expressive use of local
foliage form is typical of much of Forsyth’s best work.

David Patten: ‘William Forsyth: Sculptor and Ecclesiastical & Domestic Decorator’, 05.06.2015
A 1988 Worcester Evening News article (‘The Forsyth Saga’) described James and William Forsyth as
“[t]he most underrated of all Worcester master craftsmen…whose magnificent carved masterpieces are
still a joy to the eye around the city and county today.” Some twenty years earlier, when the idea of
relocating the Witley Court ‘Perseus & Andromeda’ fountain to the traffic island in front of Worcester
Cathedral was front page news (Worcester Evening News, 12.11.1967), Dorothy Winwood had begun an
early appreciation of William Forsyth, supported by Alderman Bertram Brotherton and others interested in
Worcester as a ‘good place’.
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Almost a century after his death in 1915, William Forsyth is a ‘depreciated’ asset. He is relevant to artists
interested in inter-disciplinary collaboration, cross-art form working, and in establishing an arts practice
‘of place’. It is almost impossible to think of an equivalent artist anywhere else and at any other time.
Possibly the nearest equivalent is William Bloye, Birmingham’s ‘go-to’ sculptor during the first half of the
20th century. But even the prolific and ubiquitous Bloye [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bloye]
appears lightweight in comparison.
Resource mapping the ‘things’ and identity mapping the ‘stories’ of William Forsyth is part of the Master
Plan challenge to make more of Worcester’s “cultural richness”, and provides important content for the
proposed Public Realm Strategy, City History Trails, Public Art Programme, and Programme of Cultural
Events.
Walter Ritchie
The life of Walter Ritchie (born 1919 Coventry, died 1997 Kenilworth) is described well in his obituary in
The Independent, 19.02.1997. Having been Eric Gill’s last apprentice, Ritchie became a member of the
University of Birmingham team who undertook the ‘County Town, A Civic Survey for the Planning of
Worcester’ between 1943 and 1945 (and published 1946).
For this project, Ritchie retitled himself ‘Planning Consultant’ and “prepared the maps and charts
throughout the book (‘County Town’) and the captions, descriptive text and layout of Chapter XII.” This
final chapter (‘From Survey to Redevelopment’) of ‘County Town’, illustrated and explained the “principles
of general application” to “facilitate the task of town-planning” Worcester’s post-War reconstruction.
Ritchie’s ideas were never taken forward due to the appointment by Worcester’s Reconstruction and
Development Committee, in either July 1945 or January 1946, of planning consultants and architects
Anthony Minoprio and H.G.C. Spencely to the task of preparing the unrealised ‘Worcester Plan’. The
Minorpio and Spencley ‘Worcester Plan’ fell victim in turn to the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act.
Ritchie’s ambitions for his work in Worcester were fuelled by the ideas of his early champion, Herbert
Reed (‘Education Through Art’, 1943 “…art is the means by which humanity adjusts its subjective feelings
and emotions to the objective world”), and, through Reed, the urbanist Patrick Geddes (‘The Garden
City’) influenced ‘The Culture of Cities’ by Lewis Mumford (first published in England in 1940).
With ‘County Town’, Ritchie hoped that “the publication…if it is as good as I intend it will make my
reputation and I can go off and re-build Europe.” As it was, Ritchie’s contribution to Worcester’s future
went nowhere and he returned to making sculpture (particularly associated with the post-war
reconstruction of Coventry, for which city architect Donald Gibson advocated “Art is integrating”)
convinced that “a work of art is the unique work of one man.”
Ritchie was ahead of his time. He was almost certainly the first artist to work in Planning during the
modern period in this country. Although Aneurin Bevan, then Minister for Health, had called for the State
to “enfranchise artists, by giving them our public buildings to work upon” in 1948, no artist engaged with
Planning in the way that Ritchie had hoped to in Worcester. The earliest equivalent is possibly Victor
Pasmore at Peterlee New Town in 1954, but this was the artist as ‘Consulting Director of Urban Design’
rather than as ‘social and town planner’.
Today, though, what Ritchie attempted in Worcester in the 1940s is a better known element within
contemporary public art practice, and many of us owe him greater recognition for his paving the way.
With the exception of his glorious ‘Man’s Struggles’, now on the front of the Herbert Art Gallery in
Coventry (but originally part of that city’s world-leading shopping precinct which featured richly in Lewis
Mumford’s later ‘The City in History’, 1961), Ritchie’s later sculptures never found critical acclaim (except
by the brick industry), including his rather depressing ‘birds in flight’ sculpture for the National
Westminster Bank, at 1 The Cross, Worcester, in the early 1980s.
The original paintings, drawings and other work Ritchie prepared for the 1940’s ‘County Town’ are still in
his studio in Kenilworth. As Nicolas Bourriard might say, there is a “… storehouse filled with tools that
should be used, stockpiles of data to manipulate and present” in telling the story of Worcester’s post-War
attempts at ‘eutopia’. The “bee goes to the flower for pollen.”
DP 20.01.2012
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Walter Ritchie: ‘County Town: A Civic Survey for the Planning of Worcester’, 1946
FIG. 1. Buildings and Open Spaces of Various Types
includes: Buildings; Public Open Space and Playgrounds; Private Open Space; Specified Business;
Allotments; and cemeteries
FIG. 24. Growth of the City of Worcester
includes: Walled City; Up to 1838; 1838 – 1904; 1904 – 1918; and 1918 – 1945
FIG. 25. Land Use
includes: Industrial Land Use; Residential Land Use; Commercial and Administrative; Religious Social,
etc.; Specified Business; Allotments; and cemeteries
FIG. 26. Classifications of Houses for Replacement
Type 1 (slums for immediate replacement); Type 2 (marginally slums); Type 3; and Type 4
FIG. 27. Housing Density in Worcester
Under 6 Houses per Acre; 6 – 8 Houses per Acre; 8 – 12 Houses per Acre; 12 – 20 Houses per Acre; 20 –
40 Houses per Acre
FIG. 28. General Location of Shops
[Mapping shops to persons]
FIG. 30. Dispersion of Shops: Accessibility of General and Grocer’s Shops
[Mapping proximity of these shop types to persons]
FIG. 31. Dispersion of Shops: Accessibility of Greengrocers
[Mapping proximity of these shop types to persons]
FIG. 32. Dispersion of Shops: Accessibility of Butchers
[Mapping proximity of these shop types to persons]
FIG. 33. Dispersion of Shops: Accessibility of Bakers and Cake Confectioners
[Mapping proximity of these shop types to persons]
FIG. 34. Dispersion of Shops: Accessibility of Chemists
[Mapping proximity of these shop types to persons]
FIG. 35. Composite Map of Shops of Dispersed Type
Superimposition of Figs. 30-34
FIG. 36. Type, Capacity, and Accessibility of Elementary Schools in the Five Areas of the City, 1944
includes: Infants; Junior Boys; Junior Girls; Senior Boys; Senior Girls; Open Air
FIG. 37. The Journey to Elementary Schools
FIG. 38. Distribution of Clinics, Surgeries, Chemists, and Post Offices on a street plan background
FIG. 39. Distribution of Public Houses, Cafés, Fish-and-Chip shops, Milk Bars, and Garages on a street
plan background
FIG. 40. Distribution of Churches, Public Libraries, Cinemas and the Theatre on a street plan background
FIG. 41. Club Premises in the Suburbs on a street plan background.

Public Art & the Reconstruction of Cities [26.07.2013]
Coventry 1945 - 1968 & Manchester 1996 - 2000
Over two nights (14 November 1940 and 8 April 1941), 818 tons of high explosive were dropped on
Coventry city centre, destroying 4,185 houses and damaging 274 acres of land.
On Saturday 15 June 1996, a 3,300lb bomb exploded in Manchester city centre injuring 220 people and
destroying some 49,000 square metres of prime retail space and 57,000 square metres of office space.
Coventry 1945 - 1968
The bombing of Coventry on the night of 14 November 1940 severely damaged Eric Gill’s in-situ
sculptural reliefs recently completed (begun 31 October 1938) on the main entrance of the city’s new
Coventry Hospital. Although one of the Gill reliefs has recently been rediscovered “located within a brick
wall of a building on the Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital site”, the others were so badly damaged
that they were subsequently used as hard core in the post-war rebuilding of the hospital.
On the post-war reconstruction of Coventry, the then City Architect, Donald Gibson, said: “Now is the
opportunity, which may never recur, to build a city for the future health, amenity and convenience of the
citizens. The city is being made a test case, and its solutions will form a guide to the other cities, which
have been similarly devastated.”
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Like many other industrial cities of the time, Coventry already had in place its ‘plans for tomorrow’ before
the strategic bombing of Britain destroyed the city. As Gibson was to say later, "We worked unofficially on
a plan for the central area; our wives joined in and it was more or less done on the carpet at home in the
evenings."
By May 1940, six months before the first bombing, Gibson exhibited the plans for a new Coventry under
the title ‘Coventry of Tomorrow’. This week-long exhibition of photographs and plans, prepared by
Gibson’s assistant, Percy Johnson-Marshall, and presented on behalf of the Coventry Branch of the
Association of Architects, Surveyors and Technical Assistants (AASTA), exposes the inaccuracy of Max
Lock’s famous view on town planning of the period:
“Hitler has at last brought us to our senses. We, the British public, have suddenly seen our cities as they
are! After experiencing the shock of familiar buildings disembowelled before our eyes ... we find the
cleared and cleaned-up spaces a relief. In them we have hope for the future, opportunities to be taken or
lost. These open spaces begin to ventilate the congestion of our cities and maybe also of
our imaginations” [Max Lock 1944].
The post-War reconstruction of Coventry was seen as a project of national significance, requiring a bold
future vision. Following the November 1940 bombing, and over lunch at Claridges, Lord Reith, Minister of
Works and Buildings, and the city Mayor agreed that Coventry “should be a test case...for the
Government and for England.” Consequently, Coventry was one of only three comprehensive post-War
reconstruction programmes (the others being Exeter and Plymouth).
In advance of the Town and Country Planning Act [1947 (10 & 11 Geo. VI c. 51)], the reconstruction of
Coventry involved a “broad range of issues, including social, economic, morale and others, in addition to
the simple physical restitution of war-damaged structures or the replacement of wholly destroyed
structures” [Larkham & Nasr, 2004].
The 1945 exhibition ‘Coventry of the Future: Some Proposals and Suggestions for the Physical
Reconstruction and Planning of the City of Coventry’, prepared by Gibson and City Engineer, Ernest Ford,
attracted an audience of 50,000, i.e. one-sixth of the population. The city’s first post-War sculpture (‘The
Levelling Stone in the Precinct’) was ready for installation as part of the Victory Day celebrations of 9
June 1946, and this art work not only marked the central axis of the proposed new shopping precinct but
also announced the start of the reconstruction project.
Having set the foundations and marked out the general outline for the new city centre, Gibson left his
post as City Architect and was replaced by Arthur Ling who delivered the physical build.
The post-War plan for the new city centre was based on two significant projects, a new pedestrianised
shopping precinct (the first of its kind in Europe on such a scale) and a new cathedral (later undertaken
by Sir Basil Spence). Significantly, both involved the commissioning of artists.
The work of the artists commissioned by the City’s Planning & Redevelopment Committee carry titles that
reflect the trauma of city destruction and the optimism of city building, as in (by way of example):
John Skelton: ‘Rebuilding Coventry & the Co-op’s Activities’, letter-cutting [1959] and ‘Growth of the City’,
letter-cutting [1964]
Trevor Tennant: ‘The Levelling Stone’, sculpture [1946] and ‘The People of Coventry’, sculpture [1953]
Walter Ritchie: ‘Man’s Struggle’, polychrome relief [1953]
Gibson's successor as City Architect, Arthur Ling, also contributed ‘Coventry’s Industries’, neon [1958 &
1961].
This period of artists contributing to the post-War reconstruction and reconciliation of Coventry possibly
concluded with the piece ‘Yoko by John and John by Yoko’ [1968] by John Lennon & Yoko Ono. This
comprised a seat and planted acorns in the “bombed almost to destruction” ‘old Cathedral’ [14th & 15th
centuries], and was intended to give “people the opportunity to sit and contemplate.” Sadly, within days
of opening, the “acorns were stolen...Lennon’s seat was thrown into shrubbery and the plaque bearing
the title of the piece was removed” [George Noszlopy, 2003].
At Sir Basil Spence’s new St Michael’s Cathedral, art commissions included:
Graham Sutherland: “Christ in Glory” tapestry (the largest in the world) [1962]
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John Hutton: ‘West Screen Window’, glass engravings [1958-1961]
Jacob Epstein: ‘St Michael Subduing the Devil’ [1959] and ten ‘Cherub’s Head’ door handles (donated
1960)
John Piper with Patrick Reyntiens: ‘Baptistry Window’, stained glass [1962].
Spence was “absolutely of the opinion that the three artists – the architect, the painter and the sculptor –
should go hand in hand from the earliest possible moment.” This ideal partnership, however, seldom
found full expression in his work. He viewed architecture as ‘the mother art’, in that it traditionally
‘brought together almost all the arts’, [and this] “meant that while artistic partnership might be possible
within his projects, ‘hand in hand’ collaboration rarely materialized. Spence always retained control,
orchestrating and conducting any artistic contributions to projects” [Walford 2009].
For Gibson, who also worked with artists on several post-War new-build school projects in both Coventry
and Nottingham, the relationship between artist and architect was more practical. In 1946, Gibson and
the artist Trevor Tennant had driven to the Lake District to ‘acquire’ a block of Cumberland granite on
which they worked together to create ‘The Levelling Stone in the Precinct’ that announced Coventry’s
post-War reconstruction.
Manchester 1996 - 2000
Exchange Square in Manchester is a direct consequence of the IRA bombing of 15 June 1996. As the BBC
commented 10 years later [‘From bomb site to style capital’, BBC News 15.06.2006], “Without the bomb,
Manchester may not have had such a dramatic opportunity for rebirth, funded by private investors and
government cash.”
Led by Manchester Millennium Ltd, a public-private task force established jointly between the City Council
and John Major’s Conservative Government, the post-bombing regeneration programme attracted £83m
of public sector funding. Today, Exchange Square accommodates big name retail (Selfridges, Harvey
Nichols, Heals and Louis Vuitton) and a new £4m civic space designed by Martha Schwartz Inc (now
Martha Schwartz Partners).
Following an international competition in November 1996, the winning team of EDAW proposed a master
plan that would establish Manchester as “a regional centre in a Europe and global context...[offering] a
quality of life and urban environment that is attractive for all those who want to live, work, shop and
have fun in the City Centre” [RUDI]. As such, the six master plan strategic objectives included “Creation
of a Quality City Core Fit for the 21st Century: At the heart of the vision is the objective to create a high
quality and safe public realm which is attractive and effective both night and day.”
Appointed by Manchester Millennium Ltd in 1998, Martha Schwartz Inc., a USA-based international
practice “at the intersection of landscape, art and urbanism”, prepared the concept design for the new 1.2
hectare Exchange Square.
Although triangular in shape (and echoing the earlier Medieval plots), Exchange Square creates two
distinct levels from the available topography and extends out to the surrounding buildings. The two levels
are connected by “an exuberance of ramps and stairs which become objects of both movement and
stasis. These ramps act as landscape scale furniture, accommodating movement and informal seating.” In
the upper level are “flush-mounted rail tracks with inset colored glass panels lit from below” marking “the
historical importance of railroads in the industrial development of Manchester.” The lower level references
the “historic line of Hanging Ditch” as an abstracted river with stepping stones and “at the bottom of the
flume, nozzles spurt water, simulating a fast running river.”
In 2005, Martha Schwartz’s designs for Exchange Square were included in the exhibition ‘Groundswell:
Constructing the Contemporary Landscape’ at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, a survey of the best
twenty-three new urban design projects in the world.
Sources:
A. Hubbard & L. Faire: ‘How Coventry Could Have Looked’ http://deanocity3.piczo.com/
howcoventrycouldhavelooked?cr=5&linkvar=000044 [accessed 26.07.2011]
Architectural Design: ‘Coventry rebuilds’, Architectural Design, December 1958, pp. 483-489
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Reconstruction and Planning of the City of Coventry'
Esther Charlesworth: ‘Architects Without Frontiers’, 2006
George Noszlopy et al: ‘Public Sculpture of Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull’, 2003
Jeffry Diefendorf: ‘Rebuilding Europe's bombed cities’, 1990
Max Lock: ‘The revolution in town planning’, 1944, in Osborn, F.J. (ed.) ‘Planning and Reconstruction
Year Book’, Todd London, 1944-45
P. Johnson-Marshall: ‘Coventry: test case for planning’, Official Architect and Planning May 1958, pp.
225-226
P. J. Larkham & J. Nasr: ‘The Rebuilding of British Cities’, 2004 http://www.lhds.bcu.ac.uk/research/pdfs/
be_paper90.pdf [accessed 26.07.2011]
‘Plan for the City Centre’, The Architect and Building News 20.03.1941 http://
www.historiccoventry.co.uk/articles/postwar1.php [accessed 26.07.2011]
RUDI: EDAW & Manchester Regeneration (EDAW) http://www.rudi.net/pages/17390 [accessed
26.07.2011]
RUDI: EDAW & Manchester Regeneration (EDAW) http://www.rudi.net/pages/17390 [accessed
26.07.2011]
S. A. Walford: ‘Architecture in Tension’, University of Warwick (thesis) 2009
The Builder: ‘Reconstruction of Coventry’, The Builder, 19.11.1948, pp. 590-592

Walter Ritchie: ‘Man’s Struggles’, re-sited at the Herbert Museum & Art Gallery, Coventry
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